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Agroforestry questions the way separated cultivation practices shape the territory. In France, 
until the creation of the Forest Code in 1827, the farmer took advantage of the wood close 
to the cultures and practiced silvopastoralism. According to JH Von Thünen’s «ring-shaped» 
land-use model in 1826: Urbs / Hortus/ Ager / Saltus / Silva, the territorial building was based 
on this complementarity and the city lived on external resources. This system has lost its com-
plexity with a specialized modern agriculture, reducing the importance of Hortus and Saltus in 
the territory organization. Today, legal planning documents divide French territory into ‘Areas’ 
(U: Urban, AU: Urban Reserve, A: Agricultural, N: Natural).
If it is agreed that the farmer is a landscape creator, his practice is not considered as constitu-
tive part of land development. The specialization of agriculture makes him a resource producer 
more than landscape producer. In a context of climate change and major crises, France since 
2015 pledges on an agroecological project and planners and local actors are asked to start 
the territorial transition. If agroforestry proposes a hybrid solution for complementary and 
sustainable resources, can it also be a hybrid solution of planning, a new way of shaping the 
territory? The landscape architect must integrate new agricultural models to prepare the ter-
ritorial transition, to find a complementarity between Urbs and Ager by productive landscape, 
the return of Hortus and Saltus?

Territorial patterns, from Van Thünen rings to modern Agroecology
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